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illiam hehnquist: Legal Technocrat 

by Arthur S. miller 

Miller is professor of constitutional 
law at George Viashington University's 
National Law Center and a consultant to 
the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of 
Powers. 

By nominating William H. 1-lehnquist for the Supreme Court, President Nixon 

succeeded in compounding a paradox. 

For some time the President, outwardly the most conservative chief executive 

since Herbert Hoover, has been able to undercut his liberal Democratic opposition 

in a number of breathtaking moves inconsistent uith his past. 

In much of this the President has had the political counsel of his conservative 

Attorney General, John Mitchell, and of the always helpful legal advice of the 

equally conservative IZehnquist. The new nominee has taken what normally is a 

rather obscure office - assistant attorney general, Office of Legal Counsel - and 

molded it into one of thdhey positions of the administration. He is the legal 

fireman who has dutifully trekked to Capitol Hill to face often hostile questioning 

by congressional committees. And he has sped around the country making speeches 

defending.  administration action. 

Eumning through many of those legal opinions and statements is a common theme 

of expanded governmental uowers, centered in the executive, vis-a-vis both Congress and 

the individual. The history of the American presidency, constituional historian 

Edward Corwin said in 1957, has been one of gradual aggrandizement of . uower in that 

branch of government - at the expense of Congress and the judiciary and also of the 

states. Under hr. Hixon, in less than three years that slow development has 
significantly increased. William Hehnouist is the resident theorist who finds within 

the Crevices of constitutional law ample justification for whatever the President has 

wanted to do. his innate legal ability, coupled with a low-key manner and 

unflappable aptroach, made him particularly effective both before Congress and on 

the lecture platform. 
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UCH POSITIONS hardly coincide 

with a tender regard for constitu-
tional liberties in the Bill of Rights. 
Are they Itebnquist's pet tonal vlawsas 
well as those of his client? On the rec-ord, again, the answer seezns to be yes. None of those positions can be said to 
be that of a strict constructionist. A 
fair judgment, then, would be that as 
assistant, attorney general, Rehnquist 
has been an "activist,"  one who assidu-
ously sought ways to aggrandize presi-
dential (and governmental) power, 

Perhaps that is why Mr. Nixon 
ended his nominating speech of Lewis 

Powell and Rehnquist with a homily 
11"-,01,4i the need to respect the Court as 
sa in4titution. Now that he has sus:- 
ceected in packing the Court with his 
brand of activist justices, the President Nen neatly reverse his field and call 
for applause for the High Bench—
when only recently he was speaking in 
highly critical terms about it. 

The President, of course, is entitled 
to ask a person's philosophy before 
naming him to the Supreme Court. Nor 
is there any requirement that nomi-
nees be of different philosophies. 
Nothing in the Constitution or in past practices of Presidents would lmit President Nixon in either respect. Nor 
is there anything in the Constitution to 
prevent the Senate from deeply inquir-
ing into a nominee's predilections. 

For anyone, including the President, to speak of "strict construction"  or to say that the task of a judge is merely 
to "interpret"  the Constitution is to play with words. The 'important ques-
tions are: "Strict about what?" and "What does 'interpret' mean?" Even the most "activist" judge can validly say that he, too, is only interpreting the Constitution. Any casual student of 
constitutional law can soon produce 
numerous instances where allegedly 
"conservative"  justices, such as Chief 
Justice Burger and, Justice Blackmun  
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(Mr. Nixon's .  first two appointooentS),,vg, have loosely construed UnterPreteql.). the Constitution_ 
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however forlorn that 	might be. Lord Coke, so tile story vies, wasan assiduous, even vicious prosecutor for . 
the Crown, but when he was called tO the bench he beld that even the King 
himself was stibject to the "artificial reason of the law." Rehnquist, since sr.' riving in Washington, has shown at least a limited capacity for growth, That he will view problenis differently.: when his "client" is all the people, rather than just the President, is some-thing for , which we can all fervently 

hope: 

Mit by and large, despite,the myth to 
the contrary, the Suprepte Court Cal with the presidency) hai sever been a .. 
place where men can or will grow -larger.," -People in high public office tend to be essentially the same as they 
vvere before election or appointment. 
We don't like to believe this-, but it is 
the lesson of history. 


